
 

Essentials Service Collection 
Meeting 1 - Discovery Session 

We will have this meeting as soon as you submit the contract and deposit for my services. 

If you have already booked your venue and vendors I will have you send all the contracts over before our 
first meeting so that I can review them. At our first meeting we will go over any issues that came up from 
my contract reviews so that they can be corrected or adjusted.  

If you are at the beginning of your process and have yet to book your venue or vendors we will just focus 
on creating you Wedding Day schedule, going over all the I will give you preferred vendor lists, and we 
can discuss how you can go about making some of your main decisions. 

To get started on the design we will go over a style questionnaire so I can learn about your likes and 
dislikes, who you are as a couple and the basic vision you have for your wedding. I will set up a joint 
Pinterest board for us to share so I can get the visual representations of the ideas you explain to me. 

From this meeting you will get your Wedding Day Schedule, which will give you all the information we 
need when booking the venue and all the vendors, such as how many hours we will need to book the 
photographer for, details you will need for the invitations, what time guests will be arriving at the venue 
and much more.   

Meeting 2 - Sample Selection 

We will visit the decor showroom together to collaborate on choosing the main elements of the guest 
tables; linens, chairs, chargers and details. I will have created 2 - 3 table mock ups and you can mix and 
match until you get the combination you love. There are more guest tables in the room than anything 
else so they become the anchor of the design which I why I have you join me in that process. With the 
guest tables chosen I will create the rest of the design based on those. 

Meeting 3 - Initial Design Proposal 

Based on the Style Discovery and Sample Selection I will create an Initial Design Proposal which includes, 
floor plan, color pallet, items and pricing for all elements chosen at the Sample Selection and options and 
pricing for all other elements. We will review together and make final choices on each element. Within a 
week of this meeting you will be required to submit deposits to all suppliers to secure them for your date. 
All orders can be changed up until a month before, the deposits are just to retain the vendor for you date 
and hold the items that are known for sure. 



Meeting 4 - Final Design Presentation 

The final design will outline all final choices and budget, all you need to do is say yes! You will have two 
weeks to make any changes. Once approval is given, I will handle all communication with the florist, rental 
companies, stationer, lighting, and any other suppliers contributing to the design in regards to organizing 
deliveries and pick ups, and changes due to guest count change, availability issues, venue conflicts or 
anything else. Me and my team will manage all the set up and take down all you need to do is show up 
and enjoy! 

Meeting 5 - Final Coordination Meeting and Beyond 

At our final meeting two weeks before the wedding we will confirm the day of schedule including hair and 
make up schedule, photo schedule, reception schedule. We’ll ensure every detail is how you want it and 
that I have all the information I need to make them all happen. After that final meeting you get to be 
hands off, relax and enjoy the last few weeks before your big day. I will take care of confirming all details 
with the venue and all the vendors, and be your single point of contact to simplify your role. Wether I am 
running your rehearsal or not (ideally I prefer to run the rehearsal), I will be there to get a clear 
understanding of the ceremony outline so that we can coordinate it the next day as your officiant is the 
first one up front. The second reason I attend the rehearsal is so I can meet the rest of your wedding party 
and family in a more relaxed setting. On the day of, myself and my assistant will be present all day to 
coordinate every detail and ensure that the day runs exactly the way we have planned.


